Abstract: Few studies have been conducted on success stories of JBLFMU-Arevalo alumni. Thus, this study aimed to determine the success story of Capt. Angelex Arevalo Panes, an alumnus of the then, John B. Lacson Colleges Foundation (Arevalo), Inc. of Batch 1995 now, John B. Lacson Foundation Maritime University-Arevalo. The story of Capt. Panes tells his family and educational background, career paths, driving force to work efficiently, hardwork, coping strategies, job encounters, edged as first Filipino captain of M/V SKS Tiete, skills as effective team leader, managerial techniques in resolving conflicts under watch, problems and solutions encountered on board, preparations for his sunset life, and his message to all aspiring seafarers. This paper gives glimpse to the life of Philippine's modern hero-a seafarer like Capt. Angelex A. Panes and lessons to those who would become seafarers.
Introduction


Seafaring is a profession that entails both risks, accidents, and responsibility [1, 2] . Few studies have been conducted on the success stories of seafarers so as to inspire other seafarers and those aspiring to be seafarers. Thus, this study aimed to determine the success story of Captain Angelex A. Panes, an alumnus of the then, John B. Lacson Colleges Foundation (Arevalo), Inc. of Batch 1995 now, John B. Lacson Foundation Maritime University-Arevalo. Specifically, it aimed to determine Capt. Panes's hard earned education, his timeline career, job encounters, and future plans when he retires.
Method
Qualitative Research Strategy
This study utilized the narrative type of qualitative research design. Creswell [3] defined narrative research or narratology as retelling of the experiences as expressed in lived and told stories of individuals.
Instrument
The interview schedule contained 11 questions that underwent content validity. It pertains to the narrator's family and educational background, career path timeline and job encounters where many lessons can be seen that are useful to all aspiring seafarers.
Data Collection and Analysis
The researcher (OIC ME Ellaga) interviewed Capt. Angelex A. Panes on board the vessel, M/V SKS Tiete, last August 2014. The transcript was immediately sent to another researcher (BG Sarinas) then it was analyzed and interpreted. Themes were generated for each question. The findings were referred to the first person narrator, Capt. A. A. Panes, for validity.
Results
Family and Educational Background and Career Path
Capt. Angelex Arevalo Panes was born in 
Problems and Solutions Encountered on Board
Culture, personal differences, and miscommunications are the main problems on board. This is evidenced by his statements; as the top dog, you have to accept that everyone has his own culture and attitude. By knowing a little background of someone's origin, way of life and beliefs, it is easier to communicate and work along with a crewmate on board.
On the other hand miscommunication is inevitable. You might have given the correct order but the listener executed it the other way around due to language barrier or it was not clearly stated. There are a lot of factors which contribute to failure of effective communication like tongue or semantic barriers among others. To cover up the loop hole however, it would be more prudent to let them repeat your given orders.
Preparations for His Sunset
Capt. Panes prepared his retirement through acquiring land properties and investing on a small business. 
Implications
The success story of Capt. Panes is an inspiring story for all aspiring seafarers. A lot of lessons can be learned. He started his career by hard way. His faith, courage, hardwork, determination, openness, and love for learning lead him to his success or to where he is now.
It cannot be denied that seafaring profession is not an easy profession-danger and risks are always lurking but like him any seafarer could thrive if he chooses to make a difference. Furthermore, Capt. Panes urges all seafarers and aspirants to be world class competitive seafarers and this could be achieved by attributing positive attitude, exploring all avenues to learn ashore, going the extra mile to earn valuable experiences at sea and by proving the worth of prolific sea ambassadors.
